SERVICE MEMORANDUM

5 December 1958

Parts List
Amendment No.

MG/237

IMPORTANT MODIFICATIONS

Oil pump & strainer

From Engine No. 46342 ) plus 46045 ) MGA
) to 46100 )

To prevent oil starvation when braking or cornering

Oil pump assembly introduced with suction pipe moved to a more forward position.
Oil strainer modified to suit.
Interchangeable in sets.

Petrol pipe - clips

From Car No. 34287 - Magnette

To secure rubber pipes
Each pipe now clipped to petrol pump connection.
Earlier cars may be modified.

Fan belt; dynamo pulley

From Engine No. 272 - MGA Twin-Cam

To reduce battery charging rate
Larger diameter dynamo pulley and longer fan belt introduced.
Interchangeable together.